The Great Commission of the resurrected Jesus Christ to spread His teachings to the whole world and is the basis for
missionary work. “Repentance and remission of sins should be preached in His name to all nations.” (Luke 24:48)

W

e asked Father Munezero, to give us background information on his work as both a translator and missionary in East Africa. He has
translated into Kinyarwanda (the language of Rwanda) the book, Seven Deadly Sins and Seven Grace-Full Virtues, by Brother
John-Charles. This was originally published in English by The Wilkins Foundation, Inc. Father Munezero is versatile in Greek, Latin, Hebrew,
English, French, Swahili, and Kinyarwanda. He earned a Master’s degree in Divinity from the Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology. The book, with a maiden press run of 100 copies, was presented to the translator, Father Phanuel Munezero, when he visited Athens,
Georgia on October 23, 2011. Tom Wilkins, of The Wilkins Foundation, presented the translated book to Father Munezero.
Father Munezero shares his thoughts on the importance and significance of translating
Christian texts:
“Translation of Christian books and materials has been indisputably paramount
for the spread of the Gospel of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Throughout the history of the Church we see people reaching different communities that speak different
languages. The same applies to the Bible. We sometimes forget that the Bible, written in
English, was once a Septuagint then a Vulgate. This couldn’t have been possible without
translation.
The translation of two books by His Most Reverend Brother John-Charles into
Kinyarwanda was a great success and so beneficial to the parishioners of ACC Mission
in Rwanda. In fact I dare say that it was an impetus for spiritual growth for some of the
parishioners.
The first book, One Man’s Prayers, has been so helpful to different deacons in my missionary work in Rwanda. Upon reading the
book, Deacon Bangamwabo Elie of Rwanyakayaga was humbled by the way Brother John-Charles gave thanks to God for things that are
seemingly insignificant or that many people take for granted. He was humbled by the way Brother John-Charles gave thanks for drinking water, food, bed, cloths and other things that we take for granted. This prompted him to preach a sermon on “Thanksgiving.” On that Sunday,
the parishioners gave thanks for the innumerable blessings that God has poured upon them. Although this parish, is one of the poorest that
we have in ACC Mission IN RWANDA, they contributed $70 as a thanksgiving offering.
The benefits of Brother John-Charles’ book [pictured above], are also countless not only to the parishioners in our 13 parishes,
but also to me as the translator. Personally, I benefitted a lot from this book and I do hope that many other readers benefit also. While
translating this book, I was able to reexamine and reevaluate my spiritual gifts. I was however struck by the two gifts of Faith and Trust.
Needless to say that these two gifts are paramount in the life of any spiritual leader and once the leader utilizes them fully the results are
unbelievably astonishing. Faith and Trust both in God and the people who are working with and under a leader act as a catalyst for growth
and self-realization. When I trusted the deacons and other people who I am working with, they excellently and effectively carried out their
responsibilities. Resultantly, we experienced numerical and spiritual growth. Each one of them used his God-given gifts to evangelize, pray,
teach, counsel, help the needy and so on and so forth.
In addition, the parishioners of four parishes namely: ACC GATOVU, ACC KAREBA, ACC MUBNUGA, AND ACC MUKUNGWA started
Bible classes to reexamine their spiritual gifts. Surprisingly, there are some parishioners who never knew their spiritual gifts. However, upon
reading and using this book, they realized that God has blessed them with different gifts that they were not using for edifying the parish.
Their classes have been helpful because some of the people decided to join the ministry of teaching and preaching. I do hope that they become some clerical members who will sustain the growth of ACC MISSION IN RWANDA.
Undoubtedly such people are needed because ACC IN RWANDA is growing rapidly. It presently has 13 parishes, 12 deacons and
one Priest who are serving 2029 communicants. With such growth, ACC IN RWANDA will unquestionably need clergy members who know their
spiritual gifts. Correspondingly, I would like to start a Christian primary school in Kigali, the capital of Rwanda. The reason is that young
people should be able to identify their spiritual gifts so that those gifts can be nurtured and used to their full potential. As they continue
their education, it is equally good that they know their spiritual gifts.
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(continued)
We are talking to Professor Henry (“Fritz”) Schaefer (pictured at left) about
translating his book, Science and Christianity: Conflict or Coherence?
into Chinese. Dr. Schaefer has made many trips to China over many years, where
he gives scientific lectures to the academic community about his professional field
of chemistry. While there he lectures on Christianity. The proposed translated
text will be put on a web site for Chinese readers, who are avid users of the
internet. This will save us the cost of printing and shipping the book to China.
Dr. Schaefer's message appeals to the academic world, which can sometimes be
indifferent or hostile to Christianity believing that science and Christianity are
incompatible Fritz’s book explains why such an opinion is not true. Fritz has
a large following worldwide. As Professor Robert Vergenz of the University of
North Florida said: “Dr. Henry Schaefer is arguably among the top twenty living
research chemists in the world. He is also a deeply committed Christian.”
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At Wilkins Foundation, Inc., our work is never done. While we rejoice when
a Christian text is successfully translated and distributed, we know there
are so many others in the world who have yet to read and experience the
beauty of Jesus Christ and His teachings and the joy of His salvation.
If you would like to share our journey, it would be our privilege to receive
your prayerful and financial assistance.
May God bless you in your life’s walk with Him.
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